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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A portable programer has been designed to store information

In the INTEL 2708 erasable and electricall y reprogra nunable read only

memory (EPROM). Four INTEL 2708 units may be manually progranined at

one time. The progra.uuing Is accomplished In two steps. First a vola-

tile random access memory (RAN) is manually progranmied, then the infor-

mation is automatically transcribed Into the EPROM ’s. These EPROM’s

are used to store a required sequence of events to be reproduced in

flight by a rocket-borne timer designed for the MSMP program. There-

fore, the prograsmer has been designed not only to program the memories,

but al so to test the operation of the timer.

A. RAN Progranulng

Each INTEL 2708 EPROM can accept 8192 bIts of I nfonnati on organized

into 1024 eIght-bit words. These words are accessible throu gh ten

address lines. Data to be programeed are presented, 8-bits in parallel,

to the data input li nes. After address and data set-up , a program

puls. partial ly sto res the information into the memory . To obtain a

complet. infor mation transfe r, thi s process of one program pulse

per address , must be repeated sequentially at each of the 1024 locations

until at least 100 ms of cumulative program pul se time at each address

has been achieved. Since this process requires at least 256 passes

through all addresses , a buffer random access memory (RAM) is used

as a temporary storage for the data to be automatically transcribed

Into the EPROM. The buffer RAil’s (on. for each EPROM) are arranged

in thi 1024 word by eight bit organization as In the INTEL 2708 units.
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In the progranuner the ten address l ines of al l memories are
connected in parallel. The desired address is selected by manipu-

lating ten binary—weighted swi tches (Figure 1). Then the prograniner

is instructed to advance to the selected address by depressing an

appropriately named switch. Once the selected location has been

reached by the address counter, LED indicators above the selected

switches light. Also, four seven—segment LED’s display that address

as a decimal number.

The data to be stored Into the buffer memories are presented

to one RAM at a time through eight switches. Selection of the RAM unit

to be progranined is made by depressing a selector swi tch an appro-

priate number of times (1 to 4). The selection is indicated by another

LED display. Information is then presented to the RAM by moving

the data switches In the UP position for ZERO’s to be progranuned.

Th is arrangement has been chosen since the ZERO ’s in the EPRON

represent events in the MSNP timer. Thus an event Is associated with

the UP position of the switch. Following the data set-up, a load coninand

is given which writes the information into the buffer memory. LED

Indicators connected to the conunon outpu t lines øf the RAN and the

associated EPROM show which of the lines contain the information

to be later transcribed into the INTEL 2708 unit. It should be noted

that during this manual progranining process a signal Is applied to

the appropriate pins of the INTEL 2708 unit receptacles to keep the

EPROM output circuits in the high impedance sta te . Therefore , EPROM’ s

left in their receptacles will not affect the manual progra mmi ng

process . Once the Info rmation has been stored at a particular loca-

tion of the RAN, programming may be continued by moving to a new

2



address or remaining at the same address but selecting another RAM,

If necessary.

Initially, and after each erasure , all bits of the iNTEL 2708 unIt

are In the ONE state. Data are introduced by selectively programing

ZERO’s into the desired locations. Since program pul ses must be

appl ied to all addresses , ONE ’ s must also be presented to the EPROM

by the buffer memory, even though no change in the original bit status

is required at a particular location . It is expected that in the MSMP

timer application an overwhelming majority of the bits will be in the

ONE state. Therefore, to minimize the programing effort , it Is de4ir-

able to preset the buffer RAM to all ONE ’ s before beginning the

manual programing process. As before, one RAM at a time Is selected

to be programmed. All data switches must be put in the down (ONE)

pusitton. The write operation must be changed from an asynchronous dc

to a synchronized clocked program mode. The preset process is initia-

ted by depressing and holding the load command swi tch while at the

same ti me giving the advance command to the programmer. At the end

of the transfer cycle, which takes 800 mIlliseconds, the programmer

returns to the same address at which the advance command was giv en.

A similar process may be used to Introduce a continuous stri ng

of ZERO’s on one or more output lines . Initiall y the programmer is

advanced to the addresi where the first ZERO is to be introduced.

Then the address switches are selected to stop the write process at

a location where the last ZERO must be stored or where the Individual

programming must be resumed. Once again the programmer must be put

in the cl ocked program mod. . Depressing and holding the load and the

advance co .nd switches wI 11 transfer the information presented by the

data swi tches Into the RAM between the two sel ected address locations .

1:



It should be noted that the clocked program pulses are present only

when the progranmner Is advancing. As soon as the advance stops a dc

level replaces the program pulse. Therefore, the first and the last

locations in this program process are proçranmned by that dc level .

Also , if the programmer is not In the clocked mode, but the load switch

Is depressed while the unit is advancing to a new address, only the

start and the stop positions will receive the write commands.

Provisions have been made to allow a transcription of information

from an EPROM In to any one of the four RAM’ s. For that purpose a

separate EPROM receptacle has been wired such that the address pins

are in parallel with the address lines of all other memories , while

• e output lines are In parallel with the lines coming from the data

-‘ ches. Once an EPROM is placed Into that receptacle It overrides

the signals originating at the data switches. Using the procedures

described earlier in conjunction with the preset process of a RAM,

Information from an EPROM, placed Into that receptacle, may be trans-

ferred into a RAM for editi ng or further programing.

To prevent an accidental programing of a RAM while checking a

program or performing some other work, the write signal paths to

the RAM’s may be blocked. This is done by moving the select circuit

Into a position where the select display shows a zero.

The programmed RAM’s may be checked by selecting an address,

advancin g the address counter and observin g the LED indicators on the

output lines. In an alternate method, the programmer Is placed In a

read mode where the select circuits are automatically reset into the

safe position. In this mode, upon receiving a command to advance, the f
programmer will proceed until one or more ZERO’s are encountered at the

outputs of the RAM ’ s . At that time the programmer will stop, display

4



the address in the binary and the decimal codes and will light the

LED indicators on the lines where the ZERO ’s are present. Once again,

an advance command will force the programmer to proceed to the next

location where ZERO ’s are present.

ThIs check can also be run with the stops removed. For that

purpose the clock signal which advances the address may be slowed to

one Hz when the programmer Is swi tched Into the free run condition.

The address and the output line LED displays will continue to operate.

B. - EPROM Programmii ng

To transcribe the information from the RAN Into the EPROM the

new progra mmer is switched into an automatic mode of operation . The

selector circuits , used to determine which RAM was to be programed in

the manual mode, are disabl ed by moving the selector Into a program

position. In that position the seven-se gment sel ector LED indicator

displ ays a letter P. Al so , the write circuits must be switched Into the

clocked program mode. Advance command initiates the transcription pro-

cess which contin ues for 204.8 seconds . When the 256 program loops through,

all of the 1024 word locations have been completed, the programmer stops,

and a clock, if enabled, displ ays the el apsed time. The elapsed time

display may be used to confirm that the necessar y number of loo ps have

indeed been completed.

Once the transcri ption process has been started most of the control

and command circuits become disabled. This was Introduced to mini-

mize the possibilit y of acc idental interru ptions or data alterations during

the relatively long transcription process. The progr amming may be In-

terrupted wi thout any adverse effects by swi tch ing Into manual node , or

J
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transferring out of the clocked program, or by switching Into the low

frequency clock operation. Switching off the EPROM power will destroy

the contents of the loop counter but will not affect the partially stored

information. Of course, swi tching off the main power will erase the in-

formation stored in the RAM. In the first two non-destructi ve interrup-

tions of the programming process the programmer stops and displays the

address at which the interruption occurred. The contents of the loop

counter also remain intact. Only a reset command, after switching Into

manual mode, will destroy the contents of this counter. Therefore, re-

turning the programmer to the proper mode and Instructing it to advance

will resume the transfer of Information until the required number of

loops have been completed. The clock display also will indicate the

correct elapsed programming time of 204.8 seconds .

A slightl y more serious interruption may be caused by switching

the clock Into a NslowN operation. In this case the programing process

will stop, but the elapsed time clock will continue to run. Therefore,

the check on the number of completed loops will be lost and the trust will

have to be placed In the performance of the loop counter. Programming

will resume as soon as the clock Is switched back into the norma l mode .

BesIdes disabling the manual reset and write circuits when the

programmer Is switched Into the automatic mode, other accidental and fal se

program run possibilities al so have been minimized. As It was poInted

out earlier, It requires a proper setting of the select switch as well as

of the clocked program switch to produce data transfer. The letter P

in the sel ect displ ay signifi es that the loop counter and the program

pulse generator circuits have been enabled and that the sto p features

used in testi ng have been removed . Al so , the advance command cannot be

given unless the clocked program swi tch is In its proper position. This
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was done to prevent a program run in which program pulses would be absent.
Al so , once the programmer starts advancing, the select circuit becomes

disabled excluding any possibility of accidental switching of that cir-
cult out of the program mode. It shoul d be noted, that If the programming

process is interrupted by a transfer into the manual mode, the select

cIrcuits are reset into the safe test position which disables the manual

write operation.

To check the programmed EPROM’ s, the select circuit must be moved

from the program position. Once that has been done, the same procedures

as described In conjunction with RAM testing may be followed. As long as

the programmer remains in the automatic mode the WI output circuits are

kept in the high impedance state. Therefore, t~ output line LED Indi-

cators wIll be controlled by the state of the EPROM outputs.

Since the programmer will be operated in the field where short

duration power losses may occur, a 28 volt 1.2 A}IR NiCd battery is in-

cluded In the unit. This battery is charged whenever external power source
Is connected to the programmer and it supplies power when the external

source fails. This arrangement protects the volatile RAM from losing

data and allows for a continuous operation of the programmer over limited

time. When prolonged power outages are expected or for overnight pre-

servation of data the infonnation stored in the RAM should be transcribed

into an EPROM.
.

C. Timer Test

The MSMP timer test may be conducted in either of the two manual /

automatic modes of operation described In the previous sections . In

the program—write mode, stops will occur at the addresses selected by

the address switches, while in the read mode, the timer will be stopped

7



whenever one or more relay drivers are activated . Al so , the sto ps may be

removed If the programmer is swi tched to the free—run operation in the

read mode.

Since no provisions have been made to supply a signal which

would put the EPROM out puts Into the high impedance state during these

tests , all EPROM’ s must be removed from the programmer sockets. Other-

wise, permanent damage may be caused to these units when the select

display Indicates zero, I.e. when the programmer is In the check state.

To connect the MSMP timer for the tests , a shorting plug must

removed from the programmer. Removal of this plug puts the output

circuits of the RAM’s into the high impedance state and disconnects

the interna l clock from address advance circuits . The clock signa l Is

obtained from the timer thus synchronizing the address counters in the

timer and the programmer.

To measure the time interval between events or the tota l el apsed

time during the tests, a clock with a five digit display featuring 0.1

second resolution has been included into the programmer. Every time the

progr er inhibits the clock signal in the MSMP timer the programmer

clock Is also stopped. The clock may be reset independently of other

programmer circuits and will start whenever a command is given to the

timer to resume operation. Since It may be distracting to have the

clock display changing during some operations a provision is included

to disable the clock displa y .

The programmer has circuits to detect a malfunction in any one

of the triple redundant sections of the timer. Five functions are moni-

tored by four monitor and display circuits . The monitored si gnal s Include

three combined signals, each consisting of the most significant

— bit from one of the timer cou nters and one of the strobe pul ses . During

8 
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the first half of the timing period the strobe pulses predominate, while

during the second half the counter signals take over. Two other groups

of three signals each are the EPROM power switching pulses and the chip

deselect pul ses . Whenever one of the three signals In each of the above

-. J mentioned groups falls to appear in unison with the other two, an LED

Indicator goes off or starts flashing. There is some diagnostic value

In the two modes of error detection, but It would require a lengthy

description of the MSMP timer operation before the significance could be

explained. The fourth monitor receives pulses from the timer crystal

oscillators. A failure to light an LED IndIcates that one of the two

timer oscillator circuits has failed.

Jacks are provided to measure the power supply vol tages in the

timer. Also included are the timer ann-disarm, start-stop command and

monitor circuits .

:4

I
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CHAPTER II

CIRCUITS

A. Clock

The clock of the programmer shown In Figure 2 consists of a
crystal oscillator, frequency dividers, gates, control switches ,

decade counte rs and seven -segment displa ys .

The oscillator (QT4C) operates at 20.480 KHz. This frequency

is scaled by the bInary rippl e counter (Sd 4040) to 1280 and 10 Hz.

The 1280 Hz signal is used to drive the address generator-counter and

the program pul se generato r durin g the clocked program mode. The 10 Hz

signa l drive s the five decade clock counter. The decade counters

(Sd . 4426) with theIr 7 segment decoded outputs and the LED disp lays

(FND—70) form the digit al clock havin g a resol ution of 0.1 seconds .

The primary function of the clock is to display elapsed time during the

MSMP timer tests. Therefore, every time the programmer is stopped at’

a particular addres s the signal flows through an AND gate to the frequency

divider and consequently the clock is inhibited. Count resumes when the

programm er advances . The clock may be reset independently from the pro-

grammar when an elapsed time measurement between two events is necessary .

Of course, the cumul ati ve count Is then lost . Al so, as It was pointed

out earlier in this report , the clock may be used to confi rm the loo p count

during the EPROM programming. Since one loop takes 0.8 seconds to com-

plete, the clock will display 024.8 seconds for the full count of 256

loops. To el iminate a distraction that can be created by the displ ay

during manual programi ng or EPROM testi ng operations , the displ ay may

be turned off. To disable the display the switch Si Is moved to ground

10



the inputs of the AND gates which transmit signals to the display termi-

nals of the decade counters.

All seven-segment LED displays in the programmer are pulsed at

a duty cycle of 0.2. A divide-by-S counter with decoded outputs (SCL 4022),

connected to reset after a count of five, generates the required pulses

on five output lines (Mlix) which distribute the signals to the various

displays. A signal to the monitor circuits Is also obtained from that

counter.

Switch S2 selects a frequency at which the address generator—

counter is advanced. For automatic programing only the 1280 Hz signal

can be used. The one Hz signal is blocked in the AND gate during this

operation. In some testing operations the one Hz signal may be preferable.

In order to synchronize the address counter with the clock, the

t one Hz signal is inverted by the MMD gate. The address counter of the

programmer advances on the negative going edge of a pul se, while the

SCL 4426 unit is triggered on the positive going edge. Therefore, without

j inversion, a 0.5 second discrepancy would appear between the clock read-

3 out and the address display each time the programmer is advanced from a

t reset state. -

~ Clock signals to the control section of the programmer are routed
- 

-~ through a 50-pin connector which provides the interface between the

programmer and the MSMP timer during tests . Therefore, a shorti ng plug

must be provided when programmIng or testing the memories . Clock signals

t to the control circuits are obtained from the timer during the timer tests .

B. Address and Data Circuits

The address and the data generating and monitor circuit diagram

may be seen in Figure 3. A counter, data latches, comparators, LED m di-

I !  

~~~~~~

-

~~~~~~~~

- 
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cators, drivers, and switches are used to select, present and to display
the informatIon to be stored in the RAM and/or EPROM.

The address Is generated by the binary counter (Sd 4040). The

1280 Hz driving signal for that counter originates in the clock section

of the programmer. When necessary, the one Hz signal may also be selected

to drive the address generator-counter. When the output of the counter

matches the binary word represented by the address swi tches, the dIgital

comparators (MC 14585) produce a high voltage level at W. This voltage

commands the control section of the programmer to Interrupt the clock

signal to the address counter. Thus the address at which the information

will be stored is selected. Each address line having a high voltage level

lights an LED indicator. A light for each address switch in the UP posi-

tion signifies that the desired address has indeed been generated.

The address Is applied to all EPROM’s and RAN ’s In parallel. Also, the

spare socket CC (not shown in the figure) and the socket DO, used to

transfer data from EPROM into a RAM, are connected to the address lines.

Data to be written into the RAM Is selected by the data switches.

Eight data bits are presented in parallel to all four 8k RAM ’s. The

RAM to be loaded receives the write pulse at the R/W terminal from the

control section of the programmer. The data lines are also connected

to the receptacle reserved for the data transfer from an EPROM Into a

RAN. The 30k ohm resistors Isolate the data lines from the switches and

allow the EPROM to override signals originating at these switches.

The outputs of a RAM are connected to the outputs of an EPROM

for which the RAN acts as a temporary data storage. The output lines

which contain ZERO’s force the buffer/drivers (SCL 4441) to light LED

IndIcators . This provides a check on the data stored In the RAM during

the nual programming cycle . In the automatic mode the Indicators

12



display the EPROM output line status. The control signals, ONE for high

Impedance state and ZERO for the READ state, are generated in the control

section of the programmer and are applied to the ~~ and ~~ terminals at
appropriate times.

The output lines are also connected to the 50-pin interface
connector and the ZERO detection circuit formed by the AND gates. When—

• ever a low level signal appears on one or more of the output lines a
ONE is generated at the output of that circui t. This signal is used to
inhibit the clock when the programmer is operated in the READ mode during
the EPROM or the timer tests . Resistors connect the output lines to the
five—vol t suppl y These resistors serve as loads for the relay driver

t circuits of the MS~F timer during tests . Also, they serve as pull—up
resistors for the LED drivers when the EPROM’s are removed from recepta-
d es  whi le the programmer is in the automatic mode.

C. Control Circuits

Control over the various modes of operation of the programmer
Is exercIsed through the circuIts shown In FIgure 4. The control cir-
cuits were designed to provide reasonable protection against an accident-
al erasure or an Introduction of unwanted data into the memories . Cir-

cuits , not needed for a particular phase of programming or testing and
posing a potential hazard, if activated, are disabled during these opera-
tions. Al so, all automatic processes which affect a series of memory
locations must be InitIated by more than one command.

Control of the programmer centers around a D-type flip flop (Za).

In Its RESET state the unit inhibits clock signals In the clock section
of the programmer, as wel l as at the AND gate (Z3_ll)* . During the
‘ZN-N should be read: gate N, pin 14.

Ic 13



1451W timer tests an inhibi t signa l is also sent to the timer circuits .
p

Depressing the ADVANCE switch sets the flip flop. The clock

signa l passes through the AND gate and triggers a monostable. This

circuit produces signals to advance the address and the address displ ay

counters (SCL 4040 and SCL 4426 respectively). The address counter is

triggered on -. negative going edge while the display counter responds

to the 1eadi~iç ~ge of a clock signal. The two out of phase sig nals

produced by the monostable advance the two counters at the same time.

While the SCL 4040 generates binary address words, the four SCL 4426

decade counters driving the FND-70 seven segment LED’ s display the

address as a decimal number . Thus, a simpl e binary to decimal conversion

is achieved .

The invert er in the monost ab’e clock circuit synchronizes the

clock display in the programmer, the MSMP timer clock and the program-

mer address counter. Wi thout the inverter, the leading edge triggered

monostable circuit would introduce a one-half clock period discrepancy

between the address counters in the programmer and the timer. The

monostable was introduced to provide some delay between the program

pulse, which Is derived from the main clock, and the advance of the

address counter during programming operations. The address and the

display counters are reset on the 1024th count through Z64 by a pulse

originating In the address counter.

The sig nal fl ow to the address counters is interr upted by reset-

ting Za. This may be done by depressing the RESET switch. That command,

of course, resets the whole progra mmer. It should be noted, that the

RESET switch is disabled when the programmer is in the AUTO mode .

During programing and testing operations Za is reset through the cl ock

terminal (pin 3) on the positive going edge of a pulse. This pul se

14
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may originate either at the digital address comparator circuit (W)

or at the circuit which detects the presence of ZERO ’s on the output

lines of the memories CR). When it is desired to stop the programmer

at a selected address the READ/WRITE switch must be In the WRITE (14)

position. Then the stop pulse arrives at Za from the digital comparator.

Since the SCL 4040 operates as a ripple counter, short duration pulses

are generated at the comparator during the major transitions in the

counter. The 1000 pF capacitor eliminates these false stop signals.j When ZERO ’s are to be detected the READ/WRITE switch should be in

the READ position. ZERO’S on the output lines produce a ONE at Z3-9.

A string of consecutive ZERO’s keep the input to that gate hIgh. Since

Za responds only to the positive going clock transitions, this dc signal

would remain undetected. The monostable (Zc ) produces a negative going

pulse every time the address counter advances. This forces the output

of the AND gate to produce transitions when a high level signal is produced

by the ZERO detector at the other Input of the gate. The stop signal

may be ignored by putting the RUN/STOP switch in the RUN position.

This mode of operation may be useful during the EPROM or MSI4P timer tests.

During manual operation the RAN to be programmed is selected by

depressing the SELECT switch. The resulting signal advances the SCL 4022

(Zd ) and SCL 4426 ( Z )  counters by one count each time the swi tch Is

depressed. The Zd unit Is an octal counter/divider with decoded outputs,

while the Ze circuit Is the already familiar decade counter/LED display

driver. The output of the octal counter enables one of the four MAND

gates (Zi). Depressing the LOAD switch produces a ZERO at the output

of the selected gate. This represents a write command which transfers the

information stored In the data switches Into the selected RAM . The selec-

tlon (1 to 4) is displayed by the FND-1O dri ven by Ze.

- 
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Both the LOAD and the SELECT - swi tches receive thei r dc voltage

from Za. Pin 2 of Za produces a low voltage when the address counter

Is advancing. Therefore, the selection switch and partially the loading

switch are disabled during that time. If the LOAD switch were de-

pressed, only two RAM locations would be programmed: the starting and

the end of the run addresses.

When it Is necessary to preset a RAN to all ONE’s or ZER0~s, sel ection

is made in the manner just described. The programming then may be

done automatically by putting the PROGRAM switch in the appropriately

named position, depressing and holding the LOAD switch and, at the

same time, activating the ADVANCE switch. Clock pulses from Z3-ll

will pro pogate through Z5-4 and Z34, provided the AUTO/MAN switch is

in the MAN position. In this mod. all locations including the starting

and the end addresses will be loaded with the information present in

the data select switches. To complete one cycl e of preset programming

takes only 0.8 seconds. This step to preset the four RAM’s to all

ONE’s should be taken every time a program for the 1~MP timer must be

written. This Is the logical concl usion considering that only ZERO ’s

need be programmed into the EPROM ’s and that the non-events (ONE ’s)

on the 32 output lines of the timer by far excede the number of events.

If, by chance , the opposite were true, the RAM ’s could be preset to all

ZERO ’s before the start of the programing process.

When the select indicator displays a zero, the write circuits to

the RAM’s are disabled since all inputs to the MAND gates (Zl) receive

a low signal from the SCL 4022 unit. This state is recommended when

checking the progra. or the MSMP timer in the WRITE mode, and when

the contents of the RAM must b protected for a possIble later use . In

the READ mode the select counter Is automaticall y reset to the zero
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state through the OR gates Z6-8 and Z6—ll. This counter also resets

to zero after the fifth select command when operating In the manual

mode.

To transcribe information into the EPRON’s the programmer Is

switched into the AUTO mode. The select circuit is advanced until a

lette r P appears In the select display . The PROGRAM swi tch is moved into

the programing position and the ADVANCE swi tch is depressed.

The select counter SCI 4022 produces a logical ONE at pin 4.

This vol tage enables a number of gates. The AND gate Z2-4 in con-
j unction with the 21(2222 transistor drives the FND-70 to display the

letter P. Gate Z3-3 transmits the clock signals to the program pulse

generator while the gate Z5-lO applies a continuous high voltage level

to Za—3 thereby effectively Inhibiting stop signals originating at the

digital comparator. Gate Z2-ll transmits pulses to the program loop

counter Zf—l 0. These pulses originate at the address counter: one pul se

every time the counter is reset. After 256 loops the counter Zf-l2

generates a pulse which through the gates Z5—3 and Z6-9 resets Za-4 and
— Zd-15, thus terminating the programming cycle. Since the loop counter

does not reset itself, LOAD, SELECT and ADVANCE commands remain Inhibited.

To resume norma l operation the programmer must be transferred into the

manual mode and then reset.

Both the letter P in the select display and the PROGRAM swi tch

must be properly set to transcribe information into the EPROM’s. When

the PROGRAM switch Is off but the select counter has been properly set,

the programmer will not advance. High voltage level form Zd-4 through

the gates Z5—ll and Z5—3 resets the Za4. This signal Is also transmi t—

ted through the 100k resIstor and the 1M148 diode to the ADVANCE

switch where It charges the 1000 pF capacitor. Therefore the switch
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commands to advance are Ignored by the circuit. When the PROGRAM switch

is closed It shunts the signal from Zd-4 to ground allowing the circuit

to resume normal operation.

When the PROGRAM switch is closed but the P state has not been

selected and a command is given to advance, the programmer cycles once

to the starting address and stops. Of course, no program pulses will

be present and the loop counter will remain reset. It should be noted

that before attempting to program, a reset signal shoUld be applied to

the programmer before switching into AUTO mode. This assures that the

loop counter is reset to zero and prevents a possible short programming

run.

To test EPROM’ s the programmer must be kept in the AUTO mode;

otherwise the procedures and cIrcuit operation are similar to the ones

used in RAM tests. Since the RAM ’s anc~ the EPROM ’s share common output
l ines, signals are generated at their respective chip select terminals
(~S and ~

) to produce appropriate output states during the various

modes of operation. ?‘ffien in manual mode a +5V level Is generated by

the two—transistor circuit at the EPROM (
~

) terminal. This produces

a high impedance state. At the same time a zero volt signal appears at

the (
~

) terminal of the RAM allowing It to control the output lines. Dur-

ing EPROM programming in the AUTO mode +12 volts are generated at ~~ while

the ~~ remains at zero. When the select counter Is in other than the

program position, +5 volts are applied to the RAN and zero volts to the

EPROM chip select terminal . In this case the EPRON controls the output

lines . The zener circuit receives Its power from the RAN supply and

applies +5 volts to the EPROM ~S pins when the programmer power Is shut-off
during removal or Insertion of the memories while the RAM’s are inactive.

i: During the ~~NP timer tests the shorting 50-pin connector is

18
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replaced by a test connector. This breaks the programmer clock path and

connects the timer clock to the address counter . Also, the RAN is placed
into a high impedance state . EPROM ’s *JST BE REMOVED from the recep-

tacles during the timer tests to prevent shorting of their outputs to

ground. Otherwise, the programmer circuits operate the same way as
during the EPROM or the RAM tests.

D. Program Pulse Generator

To program the INTEL 2708 EPROM the Chip Select (Cr/WE) pin must first

be raised to +12 volts and then a program pulse must be applied to the
program input. The program pulse amplitude mist be maintained between
25 and 27 volts, it must be less than one millisecond In duration and it

must have the rise and the fall times between 0.5 and 2 microseconds. To

generate the required pulse the circuit show in Figure 5 has been con-

structed.

A clock pulse at A saturates the 2142709 transistor and allows the

100 pF capacitor to charge through the 5.6k resistor wi th a rise time

of 1.2 ~s. The zener-diode circuit clamps the capacitor vol tage at 27.2

volts while the output transi stors 2142222 drop the pulse voltage to

— approximately 26 volts. During that time the diode (1N4148 ) and the

transistor (21(2907) circuit do not conduct. At the end of the clock

pulse this circuit discharges the capacitor maintaining 1.2 iis fall time.

The output circuit contains an eight milllampere current source.

This circuit Is necessary to absorb the current sourced by the EPROM’s
(up to 2 ma per unIt) whenever the Chip Select terminal is raised to +12

volts. In the absence of the program pulse, this circuit maintains the

output voltage slightly below zero volts. If only a resistor were used,

the voltage developed by the EPRON current would subtract from the program
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pulse amplitude creatIng a situation where underprogranining could result.

The program pulse generator maintains the program pulse specifi-

cations when programming from one to four EPROM’ s.

E. Monitor Circuits

A number of mon itor circu its indicate the status of the programmer

and/or the MSMP timer. The circuits are shown in Figure 6.

LED Indicators are used to show when the programmer is in the

AUTO, the WRITE and the PROGRAM modes. The AUTO (AT) indicator is self-

explanatory. The write (WR) indicator lights whenever the programmer is

in a state where data transfer may take place: the READ/WRITE switch is

In WRITE position and the select circuit is not in the safe (zero) state.

The program (P8) LED flashes whenever the PROGRAM switch is in the pro-

graming position. The flashing signal is obtained from a counter (CLK)

driven by the $JX signal. This same signal Is used to flash the

timer redundancy and clock monitor circuits.

Nine signals from the NSMP timer are used to provide indication

that all three redundant circuits In the timer are functioning In unison.

EPROM power pulses and chip select pulses are monitored separately by

two out of the three Identical redundancy monitor circuits. The circuits

consist of a 0—type flip flop driven by a clock signal and a signal

originating at the EXCLUSIVE OR circuit. When one of the three input

pulses falls to appear In unison with the other two, a reset Is generated

at the D-type flip flop which causes the LED indicator to go off. The

clock signal again sets the flip flop and lights the LED. Thus the flash-

Ing fai lure indication is obta ined . A high level signal at the reset

terminal overrides the clock signal and extinguishes the LED perman~ntly.

Capacitors at the outputs of the EXCLUSIVE OR gates remove short duration
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pulses caused by differing propogation delays in the timer circuits.

The third circuit monitors three combined signals, each consisting

of the MSB of the tImer counters and the data latch strobe pulses. These

two signals are combined in the timer through OR gates. During the first

half of the timer test the MSB’s of the counters are low. Therefore,
the strobe pulses are transmi tted. During the second half of the test

the counter signals predominate.

To monitor the dual redundant timer clock, pulses from the I~MP

timer continuously reset a 0-type flip flop causing a LED indicator (CL)

to light. The monitor clock sets the flip flop and extinguishes the LED.

Since the MSMP timer clock rate is much higher than the monitor clock,

the short periods during which the LED is forced off by the monitor
-

- 
clock are undetected by the eye.

To complete the MSMP timer redundancy monitor system, jacks are

provided in the programmer to measure the supply vol tages. The dual

supplies of -5, +5, and +12 volts are combined through resistors and

brought out to the three programmer jacks . Vol tages different from the

nominal values indicate problems in the timer supply.

Switches and LED indicators are also provided to test the timer

arming and starting relays. When testing, these switches should be used

to reset the timer. To start the timer the ADVANCE switch in the pro-

granmier must be depressed. This removes the clock inhibit signal from

• the timer and synchronizes the timer with the programmer elapsed time clock.

F. Power Circuits

Separate DC-DC conve rters are used to supply power to the RAN and

to the EPROM— progranmer circuits (FI gure 7). To prevent damage to the

EPROM’s while insertin g and removing them from the receptacles a switch
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is provided to disconnect power from the programmer circuits, while the

volatile RAM continues to receive power .

A battery has been included to supply power to the programmer during

power outages . Use of an available 28.8 volt 1.2 Ahr standby battery

requires a voltage regulator and switchover circuits. Otherwise the battery

could not be maintained at a full charge while externally supplying the

DC-DC converters with the required 24 to 32 volts. The voltage regulator

circuit allows the external supply to be operated at 34 to 36 volt levels

when charging of the standby battery is desired. To charge the battery

at the recommended 120 m A the external supply should be set at 35 volts.

A 40 mA trickle charging current may be maintained indefinitely.

The switchover circuit consisting of the TIP36 and the 2142907

transistors provides for ~ smooth transition to the battery operation

when the external supply falls below 26 volts . The battery provides

up to one hour of full operation. Switching the EPROM supply off

prolongs the operating time, but in the case of power failure, it is

recommended that the contents of the RAN be transcribed into the EPRON’s

for preservation. To reload the RAM from the EPROM’s takes very little

time.
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CHAPTER III

CONCLUSION

The portable programmer-tester has been designed to provide the

field support personnel with a light-weight, easy-to-operate instrument.

Safeguards against accidental erasures or introduction of erroneous data
Into the memories have been provided within practical limits .

External dc power source and an internal dc-dc conversion to

supply the variety of voltages to the circuits was chosen over a built-in
-
~ ac to dc conversion system. An ac to dc conversion system would add

weight and size to the electronics system and would provide less ac Iso-

lation. Since dc sources at the vol tage and current levels required by

the Instrument are commonly available during field operations, the shipping

weight is reduced.

Programming process of the RAM is relativel y si mple. Once preset,

only the even addresses need be programmed. Visual check of the data

stored in the memory is available the Instant the data is entered. There-

fore, errors may be quickly corrected. The binary address selection,

in conjunction with the monitor LED’s, provides the operator with a direct

comparison between the address line status and the switch selection.

The decimal address display provides an additional check.

The transcription process of data from RAM into EPROM is quite

well protected against accidental destruction. Practically, only

switching off the key-operated main power switch may destroy the data in

the RAN. A built-in battery protects against power failures .

When testin g EPROM’ s or checkin g the RAM ’s the data Is accessible

within 0.8 seconds to be displayed by monitor LED’s. Also, during MSIP
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timer tests the timing process may be stopped at any desired address.

Monitors to detect failure in one of the triple redundant circuits In

the counter section or in the dual redundant power circuits of the timer

have been provided.

It could be recommended that future designs Incorporate a decimal

• switch addressing system. It would require a decimal-to-binary-to—decimal

display conversion to achieve the same level of reassurance provided by

the present instrument. Al though more complex than the present system,

ft would remove from the person writing a program the burden of conversion

from the decimal address number to the switch code. Also, only four

switches would have to be manipulated by the operator to address the

memories. In addition, the UV EPROM eraser and battery monitor circuits

could be included in the new instruments. -
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